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Abstract 
This paper analyses the various contemporary dynamic issues, their implications and reasons for a widening gulf between the two 
countries on ongoing border disputes certain core issues such as ghastly clash at galwan valley of 2020 which claimed 20 Indian 
Soldiers, Doklam stand-off, Chinese activism on Kashmir after abrogation of certain provisions of article.370andChinese initiation of 
$46 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project, which is the key to Beijing’s ambitious ‘One-Belt, One-Road’ 
initiative and China’s expansionism in the Indo-Pacific region. For the last couple of  months, China and India have been embroiled in 
a series of standoffs along  with Line of Actual Control that has become the worst crisis in Sino-Indian relations in over 50 years, has 
brought Indo-China relations into uncharted water. The threat of uncontrollable escalation is appalling in between two nations. 
Against this background, the Indian Government banned 59 Chinese mobile applications such as tik talk, wechat and helo etc. to 
counter the threat posed by these applications to the country's “sovereignty and security”. My study also explores the major recent 
face-offs between India-China, their implications and aftermath consequences on Sino-Indian bilateral relationship.  
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Introduction  

South Asia is rapidly becoming a war ground for the continuous rivalry between India and China. The increasing support to 
Pakistan, as well as China’s actions in Nepal, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and the Maldives, have positioned the latter as a threat to India. 
The spirit of the bilateral relationship has varied over time; the two nations have sought economic cooperation with each other, while 
occasional border disputes and economic nationalism in both countries are a major point of contention [1]. The contemporary dynamic 
bilateral relationship between China and India have been characterised by border disputes, resulting in three military conflicts -
the Sino-Indian War of 1962, the Chola incident in 1967, the 1987 Sino-Indian skirmishand 2020 skirmishes[2]. However, since the 
late 1980s, onwards both India-China have successfully rebuilt diplomatic and economic ties in a systematic way but, of late, there 
have been several stand-offs between India and China at the border which triggers tensions [3]. “Due to china’s dual standard role 
regarding India is concern. on one side, China wants to have access to the world’s biggest consumer market in India for trade. On the 
other hand, it wants to threaten our sovereignty, integrity and isolate us by colluding with Nepal and Pakistan.The clash with China is 
obviously a major embarrassment for India”. In the backdrop of recent Chinas attack on Indian soldiers, Indian and Chinese troops 
remain deployed eyeball-to-eyeball along the country’s northern boundary, the unmarked and contested Line of Actual Control, which 
saw tensions rise in early May. Both sides have amassed thousands of troops, artillery guns and tanks at multiple locations. Indian 
troops have faced regular cross-border firing and engaged in encounter operations in the hinterland [5].Against this background, both 
countries have steadily established military infrastructure along with border areas of two sides [6]. Additionally, India remains wary 
about China's strong strategic bilateral relations with Pakistan,[7] while China has expressed concerns about Indian military and 
economic activities in the disputed South China Sea region.[8]MIT professor, Taylor Fravel has rightly said that the recent skirmishes 
were a response from China to the development of Indian infrastructure in Ladakh, particularly along the Darbuk-Shyok-DBO Road. 
He further, added that it was a show of strength for China amidst the COVID-19 pandemic situation , which had damaged the Chinese 
economy as well as its international reputation too.[9] According to Mitch McCone

 [10], US Senate Majority Leader, and Ashley Tellis, 
senior fellow at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, one reason is China's territory grabbing technique, also referred to 
as 'salami slicing', which means it involves encroaching upon small parts of enemy territory over a large period of time.[11] 
 

Some of the major recent face-offs between Indo-China along Line of Actual Control and their implications and Aftermath 
consequences on Indo-China bilateral relationship have been thoroughly discussed point by point. They are as follows: 

 
I. Aftermath of Galwan Valley incident India banned 59 Chinese Apps:[12]In the wake of the ghastly galwan valley 2020face-off 
with Chinese forces on the India-China border in Ladakh and a violent clash on June15 which claimed 20 Indian soldiers in the worst 
violence since1967, has brought India-China bilateral relations into uncharted waters, the Indian government on June 29 banned 59 
apps of Chinese origin, citing the main reasons and grounds for move towards ban these apps are stealing and surreptitiously sending 
user data to servers outside India and also engaged in activities prejudicial to “National sovereignty and integrity of India and public 
order[13]. These includes popular ones such as Tilk Talk, Shareit, UC Browser, CamScanner, Helo, Weibo, WeChat and Club Factory 
for engaging in "activities which are prejudicial to sovereignty and integrity of India, defence of India, the security of the state and 
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public order". The ban also comes in the backdrop of the current stand-off along the Line of Actual control in eastern Ladakh with 
Chinese troops [14]. 

Table-1: The top 10 banned popular Chinese apps in India and their unique users in Millions 
S.No.    Name of the Chinese App   Unique   Users in Millions         Status  

1. PubgPubg Mobile 600 million Banned 
2. ShareIt 400million Banned 
3. Tilk Talk 200 million Banned 
4. Helo 170 million Banned 
5. UC Browser 130 million Banned 
6. UC News 130 million Banned 
7. CamScanner 100 million Banned 
8. Micommunity 80 million Banned 
9. Vmate 50 million Banned 
10. sharein 1 million Banned 

Source:  The Economic Times  
 

The table-1 above clearly shows that the status of Chinese popular apps unique users in India. Out of the 10 Chinese 
apps,PubgPubg Mobile stood first with 600million unique users India, followed byShareIt with 400million users across the country. 
Notably, India is the largest market for TilkTalk with more than 611 million downloads, representing nearly a third of the video-
platform’s base.TilkTalk&Helothese two social media apps together command more than 170 million active users across the country. 
Similarly, other apps.Moreover, India has about 450 million smartphone users across the country. According to an estimate, 
these Chinese apps earn around 30-40% of their income from India. Popular Chinese app Tilk Talk wanted to earn as much as Rs100 
crore from India till September. Jun 30, 2020. in the aftermath of ugly Galwan Valley face-off with china and border skirmishes, there 
were raising the anti-china goods protest calls from people like Sonam Wangchuk appealed to people of India to use "wallet power" 
and boycott Chinese products. [15] Moreover, several state governments have taken initiatives to boycott Chinese projects such as The 
Haryana, Maharashtra. The U P Government Special Task Force personnel were given orders to delete 52 apps including TilkTalk and 
WeChat for security reasons. [16] 

 
II. Trade deficit has become a major irritant in India-China bilateral relationship: Trade deficit has become a major cause of 
concern (irritant issue) in India-China bilateral relations figuring high in the bilateral discourse. Growing cold vibes and changing 
dynamics of economic ties between India and China have crashed bilateral trade. India has been demanding China to open up its IT 
and pharmaceutical sectors to enable it to increase its exports [23]. According to the figures posted on the website of the Indian Embassy 
here, from January to November 2019 the total trade between the two neighbours in the 11 months last year was declined by 3.72 per 
cent amounting to $84.32 and the trade deficit for the 11 months stood at $51.68. India-China bilateral trade in the year 2019 
decreased by 2.93% [17]. 
 

Table -2: The Big Gulf in India -China Trade Deficit in $ billion 
Financial       Year Exports Imports Trade deficit 
Financial Year 2015 11.93 60.41 48.48 
Financial Year 2016 9.01 61.70 52.69 
Financial Year 2017 10.17 61.28 51.11 
Financial Year 2018 13.33 76.38 63.05 
Financial Year 2019 16.75 70.31 53.56 
Financial (*Apr-Feb)Year 
2020 

15.54 62.37 46.83 

Source:  The Economic Times Report  
 

The table-2 above clearly shows that the status of India’s trade deficit with china during the last six consecutive financial 
years. Out of the six financial years, the Financial Year 2018 ($ billion 63.05) trade deficit is considered to be the biggest gulf in India 
-China Trade Deficit is concern, among all the financial years. In fact, yearly trends show the bilateral trade deficit is contracting at a 
much faster clip but India’s trade deficit with china has been widening every year. however, in the past two years, imports from China 
have decreased slightly. However, India's trade with mainland China declined by over 7 percent to $109.76 billion in Financial Year 
2020, its steepest fall since Financial Year 2015. It is a sharp reversal from the 3.2 per cent growth in trade in 2018-19 and the more 
robust 22 percent jump in the Financial Year 2018, signalling the prevailing anti-China sentiment in the country. Import substitution 
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of electronics going into TVs, refrigerators, ACs, washing machines and mobile phones caused a $1.5 billion drop in imports from 
China in Financial Year 2020. Other items that registered a decline include mineral fuels, mineral oils, pharma and chemicals. 
Bilateral trade with mainland China alone registered a 6 percent decline in Financial Year 2020 to $81.86 billion. 

 
III. Another important Clash which took place on 10 May 2020 in Nathu La, Sikkim border: Chinese and Indian troops clashed 
in Nathu La, Sikkim (India).Dozens of Indian and Chinese soldiers have exchanged physical blows in a clash on the shared border, in 
which 11 soldiers were critically injured. Following the skirmishes in Sikkim, tensions between the two countries grew in Ladakh with 
a build-up of troops at multiple locations. The two countries have competing claims over their shared 3,400-kilometre (2,100 mile) 
border. Sometimes stand-offs involve chest-bumping, pushing and shoving, and throwing stones at each other, BBC South Asia Editor 
AnbarasanEthirajan reports. The latest tense face-off took place near the Nathu La sector in Sikkim, more than 5,000 metres (16,400ft) 
above sea level in the Himalayas [18] . 

 
IV. However another important issue of concern is that India reiterated that it would not join One Belt One Road initiative 
(BRI): India has been severely critical of the BRI, the pet Project of Chinese President Xi Jinping, as the $50 billion China-Pakistan 
Economic Corridor, which is the part of BRI, passes through Pakistan occupied Kashmir (POK). India says that it cannot accept a 
project that ignores its core concerns on Sovereignty and integrity.It was initially called the One Belt One Road Project. Often called a 
new "Silk route", it consists of maritime corridors and shipping routes to connect China with crucial ports and cities in Asia and 
Europe and India has resisted joining the initiative over fears that it will boost China’s strategic presence and it eventually expand its 
military base in the region and alongside Japan and the United States, India has been highly critical of BRI as “debt-trap diplomacy,” 
particularly after Sri Lanka handed over a deep-sea port to China for 99 years after being unable to pay its loans back[19]. However, 
India’s position on China’s ‘One Belt One Road’ (OBOR) or ‘Belt and Road Initiative’ (BRI) has been clear and consistent, 
Government’s concerns arise in part from the fact that the inclusion of the so-called illegal ‘China-Pakistan Economic Corridor’ 
(CPEC) as a flagship project of ‘OBOR/BRI’, directly impinges on the issue of sovereignty and territorial integrity of India. This so-
called illegal ‘China-Pakistan Economic Corridor’ (CPEC) passes through parts of the Union Territories of Jammu & Kashmir and 
Ladakh which are under illegal occupation of Pakistan and China has invested over $60 billion in the CPEC which was officially 
launched in 2013 in Kazakhstan. Against this background, Unsurprisingly, Indian was absent from the Second Belt and Road Forum 
(BRF) for International Cooperation hosted by China in Beijing on April 26 and 27,2019[20]. 
 
V. China brought Nepal in the middle of India-China border tensions: India perceives that Nepal to be tilting towards 
China under the leadership of Prime Minister K.P. Sharma Oli and his Nepal Communist Party and China’s Growing Political Clout in 
Nepal, China has, of late, taken an active and quiet interest in Nepal’s domestic politics [21]. against this background, of late, border 
disputes with Nepal has been surfacing frequently, India has strategically stationed military troops in the Kalapani area further to the 
west where the borders of Nepal, China and India meet. But Nepal argues that the Kalapani region lies within its territory. Amid the 
latest tensions between India and China, Nepal is furious that its own border dispute with India could be side-lined and where concern 
is mounting that the India-China power play could damage its territorial integrity.  Moreover, the 335 sq. km area between the areas of 
Limpiyadhura and Kalapani and the Lipulekh pass -collectively referred as Kalapani region - holds strategic significance because of 
its geography. The Lipulekh pass  which Nepal claims as part of its own territory is the shortest land route from India to China 
and already an important trade route. because of this, what has been a historic bilateral issue between Nepal and India over the 
Kalapani region has been transformed into a trilateral one [22]. 

 

VI. Chinese activism on Kashmir and Objections after abrogation of certain provisions of Article.370: The Government of India 
revoked the special status, or limited autonomy, granted under Article 370 of the Indian Constitution to Jammu and Kashmir a region 
administered by India as a state which consists of the larger part of Kashmir which has been the subject of dispute among India, 
Pakistan, and Several restrictions on transfer of land existed [23]. Any landowner who wishes to sell his land would benefit from 
increased prices. There will be no change in ownership due to removal of Article 370. Against this background, China says that 
India’s move on Article 370 and its abrogation is being illegal and invalid and in response to Beijing India told china “not to comment 
on the internal affairs” of other countries, as being illegal and invalid [24]. Further, it also deplores and firmly opposes to the bifurcation 
of Jammu and Kashmir into two union territories as "unlawful and void", saying India's decision to "include" some of China's territory 
into its administrative jurisdiction “challenged” Beijing’s Sovereignty. However, Indian Ambassador to china Vikram Misri on 
August 5, reiterated India's clear stance that the move was intended to be a temporary and transitional provision, and the amendment 
of the Constitution was purely an internal matter, and the sole prerogative of India. [25] 

 
VII. An emergence of disputes in the Indo-Pacific region and South China sea:  Following the Galwan valley clash, China is 
being violating the international norm, particularly its construction of military facilities on reclaimed islands in the South China Sea, 
and its growing military and economic power, pose a strategic challenge to India and Considering China’s strategic importance [26]. 
However, it has been issues warning bells to India, as tensions flare with Philippines over South China Sea [27].  In this background, 
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“India is fast inking reciprocal military logistics pacts with like-minded countries to extend its strategic and naval operational reach in 
the entire Indian Ocean Region (IOR) and beyond, with an eye firmly on China’s expansionist behaviour in the Indo-Pacific region” 

[28]. In this context, India closely associating with Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad)  countries[29]. and become active dialogue 
partner with Quad Plus countries with the involvement of New Zealand, South Korea and Vietnam [30]. This conjectural alliance will 
play crucial role to check china’s influence in the Indo-Pacific region. Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi outlined “India’s vision 
for the Indo-Pacific region in his speech delivered at the Shangri La Dialogue in Singapore on June 1, 2018. India calls for a free, open 
and inclusive order in the Indo-Pacific, based upon respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity of all nations”. “India’s approach is 
based on cooperation and collaboration, given the need for shared responses to shared challenges in the region. India also  proposed 
the Asia-Africa Growth Corridor (AAGC).and expanding its strategic partnership with Philippines in South China Sea region; an 
eyeing to balance China's increasing aggression in the South China Sea (SCS) region” [31]. 
 
Conclusion  

It can be concluded that surfacing of dynamics issues and disputes in between India-China had many fold adverse 
implications on their bilateral relationship. Therefore, India and China should work with each other to safeguard the overall situation 
of bilateral relations. The border issues in between India-China should be properly and peacefully resolved on the basis of mutual 
respect, understanding other bilateral treaties and both sides should resolve the dispute through the process of meaningful dialogue and 
consultations and to uphold regional peace and stability. If escalations go on it will be highly “dangerous" for everyone will have 
"repercussions" of the tensions in the indo-pacific region and that both the "elephant" and "dragon" should ease tensions because both 
countries are crucial actors for regional and global stability. In this way, India and China have held 21 rounds of talks so far to resolve 
the differences over the 3,488-km long Line of Actual Control.   
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